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Abstract 1bis report describes a commercially available, three-dimensional 
sonic anemometer/thermometer, the Kaijo Denki DAT-300, fitted with an omni
directional sensor, the TR.-61B probe head. Based on an analysis of the probe 
geometry and a comprehensive wind tunnel investigation it is found that the 
flow around the probe head is significantly distorted. Sonic-derived horizon
tal wind speed, wind direction and wind vector tilt deviate by as much as 
15%, 5° and 3° 1 respectively, from the corresponding quantities in the wind 
tunnel. The flow distortion reflects strongly the geometry of the probe head 
and is partly dependent on the flow speed. Expressions are derived to assess 
the transducer shadow effect, but these alone cannot explain the response 
characteristics of the sonic. Instead, an ad-hoe calibration procedure is sug
gested, employing correction tables based on the wind tunnel measurements. 
The corrected horizontal and vertical wind speed components compare well 
to the wind tunnel, even though the vertical response shows some scatter. 
Preliminary field investigations support the correction scheme and suggest 
that the calibration may be stable over periods of several years. 

Expressions for calculating the sound-virtual temperature from the transit 
times, taking into account the translation of the sound wave field due to the 
flow speed component perpendicular to the sound path, have been derived. 
An exact correction term to the sonic temperature output follows directly. 
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1 Introduction 

It has become increasingly important that studies in wind energy, diffusion, 
and air-sea interaction are supported by high-quality, remote measurements 
of atmospheric turbulence where such data must reliably accumulate over 
long periods. As a result, much emphasis has been placed on the develop
ment of durable fast-response meteorological instrumentation during recent 
years. In this report we describe a commercially available, omni-directional 
sonic anemometer/thermometer. Based on wind tunnel tests an extensive cal
ibration procedure for the sonic is reported. Finally, field data collected over 
a two-year period from a horizontally homogeneous site in the western part 
of Denmark are described as both instrument validation and as an illustration 
of the utility of the sonic for providing long-term high-quality data. 

2 The sonic anemometer/thermometer 

The three-dimensional sonic system in question is a Kaijo Denki DAT-300 
with an omni-directional sensor (TR-61B); see Fig. 1. The sensor consists of 
three pairs of acoustic transducers, each mounted in a streamlined casing 
with a length of 8 cm and a maxim.um diameter of 2 cm. The diameter of 
the transducer itself is 1.2 cm. The three intersecting paths are oriented at 
120-degree azimuth intervals and inclined 45 degrees to the horizontal. The 
top and bottom of the array are connected by three struts with an elliptical 
cross-section (1.4 x 0.8 cm2). The path length is 20 cm, giving a path length 
to transducer diameter ratio of ;;:::: 10. 

Technical details of the measurement principles and operation of the in
strument ar~ given_by Hanafll~a et al. (1982) and Kaijo Denki (1982). 
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Figure 1. The Kaijo Denki TR-61B probe head (Kaijo Denki, 1982). Left and 
right in the figure correspond to north and south, respectively, when the probe 
is mounted in the atmosphere. 
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2.1 Principle of operation 
Ultrasonic sound pulses are transmitted alternately in opposite directions be
tween the two transducers, see Fig. 2. 

Figure 2. Sound ray diagram for one sonic path showing the principle of op
eration of the sonic anemometer. The transit times for sound pulses traveling 
from transducer Ti to T2 and vice versa are t2 and t1, respectively. 

Assuming a uniform flow field the apparent speeds of the 'downwind' and 
'upwind' traveling sound pulses are given by: 

-IJ -IJ - = c · cos £X + Se and - = c · cos £X - Se (1) 
ti t2 

where -IJ is the distance between the two transducers, c is the speed of sound 
in (calm) air, S.e is the flow speed along the sound path, and £X = arcsin(Sn/c); 
where Sn is the flow speed perpendicular to the sound path. The Kaijo Denki 
DAT-300 series measures the reciprocals of the transit times: 

1 c · cos £X + S.e and 1 c · cos £X - S.e (2) 
ti -IJ t2 -IJ 

The difference between the reciprocals of the transit times is proportional to 
the flow speed along the acoustic path: 

_!_ - _!_ = 2S.e (3) 
ti t2 -IJ 

from which the following expression for flow speed S.e is obtained: 

S.e = -§_ (_!_ - _!_) (4) 
2 ti t2 

Given the path length, the wind speed can thus be determined by measur
ing the transit times only. This determination is in principle independent of 
atmospheric conditions, eg air temperature, humidity, and pressure. 

2.2 Sonic coordinate systems 
Zhang et al. (1986) derived the basic relations for the so-called UW sonic an
emometer, the geometry of which is quite similar to that of the TR-61B probe. 
Their results in terms of the Kaijo Denki array and coordinate system are 
stated briefly below in (5)-(11). 

In a right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system aligned with the array, the 
bottom triangle A-B-c- of transducers defines the horizontal x 1-x2 plane, 
Fig. 3. The B-c- direction is taken as the xi-axis and the x 2-axis is to the 
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Figure 3. Geometry of the Kaijo Denki TR-61B probe head and associated coor
dinate systems (Kaijo Denki, 1982; Zhang et al, 1986). 

left of and perpendicular to the x1 -axis. In this way the x1 - and x2-axis cor
respond to east and north, respectively, when the anemometer is mounted in 
the atmosphere. The x3-axis is perpendicular to the X1-X2 plane and upwards. 

Let t1, t2, and t3 be three unit vectors along the sonic paths A-A+, B-B+, 
and c-c+, respectively. Then, from geometrical considerations: 

ti sinAhcosAvii + cosAhcosAvi2 + sinAvi3 

(5) 

t3 - sin eh cos evi1 - cos eh cos evi2 + sinevi3 

where i1, i2, and i3 are unit vectors along the x1, x2, and X3 axes, respectively. 
The wind vector can be expressed as the vector sum of its components along 

the x1, x2, and X3 axes: 

(6) 

The projections, Si, of the same wind vector onto the three sonic paths are 
given by: 

i = 1, 2, 3 

Using (5) and (6) we can write (7) as: 
3 

Si = 2: aiiUi i = 1, 2, 3 
j=l 

where the matrix [aii] is given by: 

( 
sin Ah cos Av cos Ah cos Av sin Av ) 

[aij] = sinBh cos Bv - cos Bh cos Bv sinBv 
- sin eh cos ev - cos eh cos ev sin ev 

Conversely, from (8) we can express the wind components Ui as: 
3 

Ui = 2: biiSi 
j=l 
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where the wind components Si. S2, and S3 along the three sonic paths are 
obtained from (4). The matrix [btJ] is the inverse of [atJ ], so: 

[btJ] = [at1]- 1 and 'L.atkbkJ = °'L.btkakJ = DtJ (11) 
k k 

where DtJ is the Kronecker delta. However, as pointed out by Zhang et al. 
(1986), btJ -=f. a1t because ti. t2, and t3 are not mutually perpendicular. For 
the simple case where the angles in Fig. 3 take their design values: 

Av = Bv = Cv = 45° (12) 

the [at1] matrix and its inverse [btJ] reduce to: 

(13) 

From (10) and (13) the following expressions for the orthogonal wind speed 
components are then obtained: 

U1 .jf (S2 - S3) 

(14) 

U3 f (S1 + S2 + S3) 

These are the expressions actually used in converting the along-path wind 
components to the corresponding orthogonal wind components (Kaijo Denki, 
1982). 

In practice, (13) and (14) hold only approximately because each individual 
probe head deviates slightly from the ideal design. Determination of the six 
characteristic angles of the probe gave the following values: 

Ah= 0.337° Bh = 59.899° eh= 60.274° 
(15) 

Av = 45.107° Bv = 45.058° Cv = 45.288° 

The corresponding path lengths, measured from the surface of a 'dummy' 
transducer mounted in place of each of the transducers, are: 

-eA = 21.379 cm -eB = 21.346 cm -ec = 21.379 cm (16) 

Calculations using the design values (12) as well as the measured values (15) 
show only small differences. 

2.3 Transducer shadow effect 
One of the well-known errors in sonic anemometry is the transducer shadow 
effect, ie the underestimation of the wind components Si. S2, and S3 due 
to velocity deficits in the wakes of the transducers along the acoustic paths 
(Kaimal, 1979). For a given flow speed the shadow effect is a function of the 
angle e between the flow vector and the sonic path. Wyngaard and Zhang 
(1985) have suggested the following parameterization for Kaijo Denki type 
transducers: 

Sf1=f(Bt)=1- (1- C)e-asinzei (17) 
St 

Here, Sf1 is the speed measured along path i and St = V cos Bt is the projection 
of the flow vector onto that path. The constants C and a are array-specific, 
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Figure 4. The attenuation of flow speed along a single sonic path (17) caused 
by the transducer shadow effect. Parameterization for Kaijo Denki type trans
ducers according to W)'ngaard and Zhang (1985). 

ie correspond to a given ratio of -B / d, where -B is the distance between two 
transducers and d the diameter of the transducer, see Fig. 4. 

From (6) we have: 

V = V [cos 6 cos i\ ii+ cos 6 sini\ i2 + sin6 i3] (18) 

where i\ is the wind vector azimuth angle in the (horizontal) x 1 -x2 plane and 
6 is the inclination of the wind vector V with respect to the same plane. The 
angles fh are then given by: 

1 
cos fh = v ft • v i = 1, 2, 3 (19) 

or, for the three sonic paths: 

lh arccos [cos Av cos 6 sin(Ah + i\) + sinAv sin 6] 

arccos[cosBv cos 6 sin(Bh - i\) + sinBv sin6] (20) 

63 arccos[- cos Cv cos 6 sin(Ch + i\) + sinCv sin6] 

The variation of 61, 62, and 63 with wind direction (ie with respect to N) is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

Using (10), (17), and (8) we are now able to estimate the transducer shadow 
effect for different azimuth and inclination angles (Zhang et al, 1986): 

3 

UF = I bt1Sj 
J=l 

3 

I bt1f(61)S1 
J=l 

3 3 

I I f(61)bt1a1kUk i = 1, 2, 3 (21) 
k=lj=l 

Here (Uf, Uf1, Uf1) are the measured components of the wind vector (U1, U2, U3). 
As an example, in Fig. 6 the ratio of the measured to the actual horizontal wind 
component is shown for different inclination angles of the wind vector. 
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Figure 5. Variation of the angles lh, fh and 83 between the wind vector and 
the three sonic paths with wind direction (20). Solid line: 6 = 0°, dashed line: 
6 = +5°, dotted line: 6 = -5°. 
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Figure 6. Attenuation of the horizontal wind component ~Uf + U~ due to trans
ducer shadow effects versus wind direction. Solid lines correspond to 6 = + 10°, 
+20°, +30°, and dashed lines to 6 = -10°, -20°, -30°. 

2.4 Mean-wind coordinates 
As described above, the sonic anemometer provides measurements of the 
wind-vector components U1, U2, and U3, obtained in a three-dimensional fixed 
Cartesian coordinate system, the x 1 -axis of which conventionally points in the 
easterly, the x 2-axi.s in the northerly, and the X3-axi.s in the vertical direction. 
The desired turbulence statistics, however, in terms of the covariance matrix 
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of the fluctuating velocity components u', v', w', are commonly referred to a 
Cartesian coordinate system, the x-axis of which is aligned in the mean wind 
direction whereas the mean cross- and vertical wind components are zero. We 
shall ref er to this coordinate system as externally aligned. 

To calculate the externally aligned quantities from the measurements in 
the fixed coordinate system, we first rotate the frame of reference around the 
X3-axis of the probe head an angle i\ = arctan(U2/U1 ), thereby aligningthex1-

axis with the mean wind direction in the x 1-x2 plane of the probe head. In this 
-2 -2 1/2 turned coordinate system the mean wind speed becomes ( U 1+U2) , whereas 

the corresponding cross-wind component equals zero. Subsequently, we ro
tate around the x2-axis an angle, 8, such that 8 = arctan(U3/(Ui + U~) 1 12 ), 
thereby obtaining that also the mean vertical component in the realigned sys
tem becomes zero. The coordinate transformation reads: 

(22) 

Here M = BA, where B and A are unit matrices for right-handed coordinate 
rotation around the x 2- and x 3-axes, respectively: 

( 
cos 8 cos i\ cos 8 sin i\ sin 8 ) 

M = - sin i\ cos i\ 0 
- sin 8 cos i\ - sin 8 sin i\ cos 8 

(23) 

Following these rotations, the covariance matrix Ca of the aligned wind compo
nents, u, v, w, relates to the covariance matrix Cf of the fixed-frame unaligned 
wind components, U1, U2, U3, according to: 

( ~'. ) (u', v', w') 

Mm HMm )r 
M ( g: ) CU1,U2,Us)MT 

MCfMT 

2.5 Temperature measurement 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Measuring air temperature with a sonic anemometer relies on the fact that the 
speed of sound in air, c, is dependent on the absolute temperature T: dc/dT 
is about 0.6 ms-1 per degree for dry air. 

The sum of the reciprocals of the transit times in (2) is proportional to the 
speed of sound: 

_!_ + _!_ = 2 c . cos()( (28) 
ti t2 .fJ 

Since cos2 £X = 1- sin2 £X = 1- (Sn/c) 2 we get the following (exact) expression 
for the speed of sound: 

c2 - - - + - +s2 .[J2 ( 1 1 ) 2 
- 4 ti t2 n 

(29) 
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The speed of sound in moist air depends on the absolute temperature as well 
as the water vapor content through the virtual temperature, Tv: 

c2 = yRdTv = yRdT (1 + 0.61q) (30) 

where y = cp / Cv is the ratio of specific heats, Rd is the gas constant for dry 
air, T is the absolute temperature, and q is the specific humidity. The specific 
heats for moist air can be expressed as: 

Cp = qcpv + (1 - q)Cpd = Cpd(l + 0.84q) 

Cv = qcvv + (1 - q)Cvd = Cvd(l + 0.94q) (31) 

where Cpv and Cvv are the specific heats for water vapor and Cpd and Cvd 

are the specific heats for dry air, respectively. Inserting in (30) and neglecting 
higher order terms: 

q « 1 (32) 

Here, Yd = Cpd/Cvd is the ratio of specific heats for dry air. The temperature 
T(l + 0.51q) is referred to as the sound virtual temperature, Tsv· 

In order to determine directly the sound-virtual temperature the sonic tem
perature signal should be calculated (on-line or from the recorded time-series) 
as: 

.e2 ( 1 1 )2 s2 
Tsv = 4ydRd ti + t2 + )'did <33) 

This follows from (29) and (32). For sonic probes with a vertical sound path, 
the wind speed normal to the temperature-measuring path, Sn, would be the 
horizontal wind speed, so S~ = (U[ + U~) = (u2 + v 2 ). For the TR-61B probe, 
however, all three paths are inclined 45° to the vertical. 

The temperature signal is apparently obtained from the A-path of the TR-
61B probe (Kajjo Denki, 1982). The wind speed component along this path, 
S1 , can be found from (8) and (13): 

(34) 

Since the length of the wind vector, S, is given by ~u[ + U~ + uj, the wind 
component normal to the A-path is then: 

s~ = s2 -sr = u[ + ~ (U2 - U3) 2 (35) 

From (33) and (35) the sound virtual temperature can now be expressed as: 

-B2 (1 1)2 U[+~(U2-U3}2 
Tsv=-- -+- +--~---

4ydRd ti t2 2ydRd 
(36) 

The temperature output signal provided by the Kaijo Denki DAT-300 is calcu
lated using only the transit times t 1 and t2 (Kajjo Denki, 1982), corresponding 
to the first term on the right-hand side of (36). The sonic temperature output, 
TKD, and the sound virtual temperature thus differ by an amount given by: 

s~ u[ + ~(U2 - U3} 2 
Tsv - TKD = -- = ----"--=-----

YdRd 2ydRd 
(37) 

The significance of this crosswind contamination on the temperature stan
dard deviations and fluxes have recently been assessed by Kaimal and Gaynor 
(1991). 
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3 Sonic internal flow distortion 

Because the sonic probe is designed to be stationary in the field with a vary
ing wind vector, the distortion of the flow speed and direction (induced by the 
transducers and their supporting struts) was examined under controlled wind 
tunnel conditions. Calibration of the sonic was performed in the wind tunnel 
of the Danish Maritime Institute which has a cross-section of 2.76 m x 1.80 m 
(w x h).Wind speeds of 3, 5, 7.5, 10, and 15 ms-1 were used and turbulence 
levels were artificially screened to low levels ( < 1 %). The flow speed in the tun
nel was measured with a pitot-static tube and a precision pressure transducer. 
The probe head was systematically rotated 360 degrees in the horizontal and 
through the range of + 5 to - 5 degrees in the vertical. The resolution in az
imuth was 1 degree for horizontal flow at 10 ms-1, 5 degrees for horizontal 
flow at other speeds, and 30 degrees for inclined flow. 

3.1 Horizontal flow 
The main characteristics of the flow deformation for horizontal, laminar con
ditions were investigated in detail at a flow speed of approx. 10 ms-1 by ro
tating the probe 360° in the horizontal in 1° steps. The results are depicted 
in Fig. 7 (a, b, c). It appears that the speed ratio (defined as the ratio of the 
sonic-measured wind speed to the true wind speed) is roughly 1.0 when aver
aged over azimuth, even though a systematic variation of one-degree factors 
on the order of 10% was observed. With reference also to Fig. 7, the supporting 
struts reduce the wind speed considerably, whereas the flow speeds up when 
directed unobstructed towards the transducers. The wind vector was found to 
be tilted upwards an average of about 1 ° for all azimuth directions; and both 
the tilt and horizontal deflection curves depend strongly on the geometry of 
the sensor. 

A close look at Fig. 7 reveals that the horizontal response is not entirely 
120°-symmetric as would be expected from the geometry of the probe. To 
investigate this further we present speed ratios versus azimuth angle for three 
different flow speeds in Fig. 8. It is apparent that the speed ratios show a 
significant dependency on wind speed. At the highest flow speed investigated 
the response is approximately 120°-symmetric, however at lower speeds the 
response becomes more and more asymmetric. This flow speed dependency 
can be described as a 360° modulation and is probably due to the mounting of 
the signal cables below the base of the sonic probe head, see Fig. 7. The cables 
are attached to a point at 0° (corresponding to due north), ie at right angles 
to the direction where the speed dependency has its maximum amplitude. 
The effect diminishes with increasing wind speed and becomes insignificant 
at speeds greater than ~ 10 ms-1• 

In general, therefore, the speed ratio F is a function of both wind speed U 
and wind direction e: 

Us 
Ut = F(U, 8) (38) 

where Us is the sonic-derived wind speed and Ut is the true (tunnel) wind 
speed. If we assume that the velocity sensitivity disappears at wind speeds 
greater than ~ 10 ms-1 (F(lO, 8) ~ F( oo, 8)) and that the dependency is a 
simple sinusoidal modulation we obtain the following simple expression for 
the variation of the speed ratio: 

F(U, e) = F(lO, e) + f (U, e) = F(lO, e) + [a(U) sin(e + </>) + b(U)] (39) 
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Figure 7. The sonic response to a laminar, horizontal flow of 10 ms-1 for differ
ent azimuth angles in a wind tunnel. The resolution in azimuth is 1°. a) Speed 
ratio= Usomcf Uttue· b) Positive tilt (ocs - OCt > O) indicates upward tilt of the wind 
vector. c) Positive deflection (®8 - Sr > 0) indicates clock-wise deflection of the 
wind vector. 
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Here, F(lO, 9) is the measured variation of U8 /Ut (Fig. 7 a). The difference 
between the speed ratio at 10 ms-1 and speed ratios at 3, 5, and 15 ms-1 are 
shown in Fig. 9. It appears that a sinusoidal function describes the data quite 
well. 
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Figure 9. Speed ratio differences versus azimuth angle for three different flow 
speeds in a wind tunnel, see Fig. 8. Also shown are sinusoidal curves fitted to 
the measured data. 
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Wind direction 

One may suspect that the origin of this velocity dependency in the speed ratios 
might also affect the deflection and tilt of the wind vector. In Fig. 10 the probe
induced deflection of the wind vector versus azimuth angle is shown for three 
different flow speeds. It is clear that the deflection is also dependent on the 
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Figure 10. Deflection of the wind vector versus azimuth angle for three different 
flow speeds in a wind tunnel. The resolution in azimuth is 5°. For the sake of 
legibility only data at 3, 5, and 15 ms-1 are shown. 

speed of the flow, ie E>s - E>t = G(U, E>), where E>s is the sonic-derived wind 
direction and E>t is the direction obtained from the tunnel, ie the turntable 
on which the sonic is mounted. Note, that the maximum errors occur at a 
wind direction shifted approximately 90° compared to the speed ratio. This 
is qualitatively in accordance with the assumption that the signal cables are 
responsible for the speed-dependent flow distortion. Again, the effect can be 
described as a 360°-modulation and a simple sinusoidal function fits the data 
rather well, see Fig. 11. In this case we assume that the velocity sensitivity 
disappears at wind speeds greater than~ 15 ms-1 (G(l5, E>) ~ G(oo, E>)) and 
therefore obtain the following expression for the corresponding deflection 
function: 

G(U, E>) = G(l5, E>) + g(U, E>) = G(l5,E>) + [a(U) cos(E> + cf>) + b(U)](40) 

Since the finest resolution in G(U, E>) occurs at 10 ms-1 we note that G(l 5, E>) = 
G(lO, E>) - g(lO, E>). 

Tilt of wind vector 

The probe-induced tilt of the wind vector for three different flow speeds is 
shown in Fig. 12. In contrast to the speed ratio and deflection, the tilt ap
parently shows no systematic variation with flow speed, other than a slight 
change in the mean tilt (ie averaged over azimuth): from ex at 15 ms-1 to 
ex+ 0.3° at 3 ms-1. 

As described above the flow-speed dependent modulations of both the speed 
ratio and the deflection are modeled quite well by sine curves. The amplitude 
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Figure 12. Tilt of the wind vector versus azimuth angle for three different flow 
speeds in a wind tunnel. The resolution in azimuth is 5°. For the sake of legibility 
only data at 3, 5, and 15 ms-1 are shown. 

and bias of these functions, as well as the change in the mean tilt, are plot
ted versus flow speed in Fig. 13. Tue rather scarce data points are described 
well by exponential functions. Extrapolating these fits implies that the wind 
speed dependent errors in the sonic-measured wind speed, direction, and tilt 
may be substantial at very low wind speeds; approximately 10%, 5°, and 0.8°, 
respectively. 
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Figure 13. Amplitude a(U) (triangles) and bias b(U) (circles) of the wind-speed
dependent modulations of sonic speed ratios (solid) and wind vector deflec
tion (open) plotted against wind speed. Also shown is the change of mean tilt 
with wind speed (squares). The dashed lines are exponential fu.nctions fitted to 
the data points. The corrections increase with decreasing wind speed and may 
reach almost 10%, 5°, and 0. 8°, respectively, at very low wind speeds. 

Stability of calibration 

A point of major interest with respect to the deployment of sonic anemome
ters for prolonged periods of Un.attended operation is the long-term stability 
of calibration. Investigations by Kraan and Oost (1989), in which a Kaijo Denki 
sonic anemometer (DAT-300/TR-61A) was calibrated in a wind tunnel several 
times during a four year period, indicate that the horizontal response may 
change as much as 10% over periods as short as 6 months. Such large changes 
were not experienced during the present investigation. Fig. 14 shows the re
sults of two consecutive calibration runs with the same sonic anemometer and 
under the same experimental conditions. The two runs are separated in time 
by approx. three years, and it is evident that the wind speed calibration for all 
practical purposes has remained the same during this period. In addition, the 
sonic wind speeds were compared to cup anemometer derived wind speeds 
on a regular basis during the period between the two calibration runs. These 
comparisons showed only small (random) changes in the ratio of cup to sonic 
anemometer wind speeds, on the order of 1%. 
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Figure 14. Change in sonic wind speed calibration aver a three year period. 
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taken in the same wind tunnel three years before. The resolution in azimuth 
for this run is 2°. 

3.2 Non-horizontal flow 
Tue sonic response to an inclined flow (non-horizontal wind vector) was in
vestigated for both different flow directions and flow speeds by tilting the 
probe head in the tunnel. Tue true (tunnel) vertical wind speed Wt was ob
tained from the horizontal flow speed Ut and the angle of inclination of the 
probe head oc: Wt = Ut sin oc. Tue corresponding vertical wind speed from the 
sonic w8 was calculated from the measured vertical wind speed Wm corrected 
for the probe-induced tilting of the wind vector U: Ws = Wm - U sin oc8 • Acom
parison between sonic-derived vertical wind speeds and vertical wind speeds 
obtained from the tunnel is shown in Fig. 15 for three characteristic azimuth 
angles as well as for all measurements, regardless of wind direction. While the 
overall comparison of sonic and tunnel vertical speeds is quite good (albeit 
with some scatter), Fig. 15 also shows that the vertical response characteris
tics of the sonic change significantly with the horizontal angle of attack of the 
flow. Table 1 lists the slope and intercept of the least-squares-fit lines shown 
in Fig. 15. 

Table 1. Slope and intercept of the least-squares-fit lines shown in Fig. 15. 

w<O w>O Allw 

Azimuth Slope Intercept Slope Intercept Slope Intercept 

240 0.844 -0.000 

270 1.040 0.018 1.113 -0.037 1.039 0.009 

300 0.787 0.004 0.890 0.010 0.843 0.033 

330 1.018 0.025 0.994 0.049 1.023 0.031 
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Figure 15. Sonic-derived versus true vertical wind speeds in a wind tunnel. The 
range of vertical wind speeds shown was obtained with horizontal flow speeds 
of 3 to 15 ms-1 by tilting the sonic probe head through the range from +5° to 
- 5 ° in the vertical. The overall comparison between Ws and Wt is shown with 
solid triangles. Sonic speeds have been shi~ed ±0.5, ±1.0 and ±1.5 ms-1 for 
the comparisons at azimuth angles of 270° (circles), 300° (squares) and 330° 
(triangles), respectively. 

Tue sonic-derived wind vector is distorted most when the flow is in the di
rection of the sound paths (240° and 300°); here the sonic-derived vertical 
speeds are suppressed by approximately 15%. Tue scatter of the measure
ments, however, is less for these directions than for 270° and 330°. Tue flow 
is least tilted for flow past the supporting struts (3 30°) where the mean vertical 
speeds agree well. For flow between the sound paths (270°) the sonic overes
timates the vertical wind speed slightly. Considering the three-dimensional 
geometry of the probe head, the angular response is relatively complicated. 
Tue overall effect of the wind-vector tilting originating in the sonic probe head 
is found to be a reduction of the vertical wind speed component on the order 
of 10% for negative and a few per cent for positive vertical speeds. 

Tue vertical response is further illustrated in Fig. 16 where ratios of sonic
to tunnel-derived vertical wind speeds are plotted against azimuth - for all 
azimuths and irrespective of nominal tunnel flow speed. Also shown are the 
mean ratios and standard deviations of the measurements corresponding to 
each characteristic azimuth angle. Tue description given above is confirmed: 
for flow in the direction of the sound paths (0° + n · 60°; n = O, 1, ... , 5) the 
sonic vertical wind speed is about 15% too low; for flow between the sound 
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paths (30° + n · 60°; n = 0, 1, ... , 5) the sonic vertical speed is close to or 
slightly higher than the tunnel-derived vertical speed. This suggests that the 
vertical response can be modeled in a simple and approximate way using a 
sine function. 
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Figure 16. Ratio of sonic-derived to true vertical wind speeds versus azimuth. 
Mean ratios and standard deviations for each characteristic azimuth are shown 
by horizontal bars. The ('u.ll line shows a simple sinusoidal fit to the data. 

The scatter among single speed ratios in Fig. 16 is comparable to or greater 
than the variation in the mean ratios - and is obviously not explained solely 
by differences in the horizontal angle of attack. Therefore, in Fig. 17 the same 
ratios of vertical speed have been plotted against the tilt angle of the probe 
base. 

Two sources of scatter are readily identified: first, the scatter increases with 
numerically decreasing tilt angles. This is to be expected since decreasing tilt 
angles corresponds to decreasing vertical wind speeds, thus making the (ran
dom) errors in the speed ratios relatively larger. Secondly, as illustrated most 
clearly by the speed ratios obtained at a tunnel speed of 15 ms-1, the ratios 
show a systematic variation with tilt angle, ie for negative tilt angles (negative 
w) the ratios decrease with numerically decreasing tilt angles, and for posi
tive tilt angles (positive w) the ratios increase with numerically decreasing tilt 
angles. This systematic variation corresponds to an off set in the probe base 
alignment of about ~ 0 • 

This possible error in the probe base alignment is investigated further in 
Fig. 18, where the sonic-derived tilt of the wind vector at a flow speed of 10 
ms-1 and a probe base tilt of o· is shown as a function of the run number 
('time') for three different azimuth angles. The figure indicates that the probe 
base alignment has indeed changed slightly during the three day calibration 
period; by an amount comparable to ! 0 • 
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4 Preliminary field results 

The sonic anemometer system was employed from February 1983 to February 
1985 in the JYLEX field experiment in western Jutland, Denmark. The sonic 
probe was mounted at a height of 5.5 m on a 24-meter meteorological mast. 
Further, the mast contained fast-responding cup-anemometers at heights of 
3.0, 9.9 and 23.8 m, wind vanes at 9.9 and 23.8 m, and pt-500 temperature 
sensors at 2.0 and 22.9 m. The temperature sensors gave the absolute tem
perature as well as the temperature difference between the two levels. The 
mean relative humidity (at screen height) and short-wave incoming radiation 
were measured for prolonged periods. 

The mast was in successful operation for about two years. In this period the 
sonic anemometer system operated continuously for about 8 5% of the time. 
The alignment procedure described in Section 2.4, as well as the wind-tunnel
derived calibration curves shown in Fig. 7 (a, b, c), were coded into the data 
acquisition system and provided real-time calculations of the turbulent en
ergies (u'u',v'v',w'w'), shear stresses (u'w',v'w'), and a sound-virtual 
temperature-based heat flux (w'T;). Also, consecutive 20-min averages of 
mean wind speed and direction, wind-vector tilt, and air temperature were 
obtained. The sampling rate was 1 Hz. The profile instrumentation had a cor
responding efficiency of more than 9 5%. The basic data set thus consists of 
more than 40 OOO 20-min values from each sensor. 

The mast was situated in an agricultural area, mainly with corn fields. The 
area is extremely flat and devoid of buildings and vegetation other than the 
crops. The results presented below were obtained in a 13 5 ° -sector around SW 
where the surface is rather horizontal and homogeneous. 

4.1 Results from the sonic anemometer 
Figure 19 (a,b) shows the ratio of standard deviation of the vertical wind veloc
ity fluctuations and the friction velocity as a function of surface layer stability 
in terms of z/L, where z is the height (5.5 m) and Lis the Monin-Obukhov 
length. The measurements are shown as mean values of CTw/u* in logarith
mically equidistant classes of z / L, and the standard deviation in each class is 
indicated by bars. The data are compared with relations suggested by Merry 
and Panofsky (1976) and Panofsky and Dutton (1984). 

In the unstable regime the measurements agree rather well with both re
lations though the data points are shifted slightly towards lower values of 
CTwfU*. On the stable side (Fig. 19b) CTwfu* is seen to be more or less con
stant to a z / L of about 1-2 (L ~ 3-5 m), as suggested by Panof sky and Dutton 
(1984). For very stable conditions the scatter increases, but the data indicate 
an increasing ratio. 

The ratios CTu/u*, er,, /u* and CTw/u* for near neutral stability were found 
to be 2.56, 1.83, and 1.15, respectively. These values are within 10% of the 
average values given in Panofsky and Dutton (1984, Table 7.1): 2.39, 1.92, and 
1.25. 

4.2 Results from sonic and profile instrumentation 
Figure 20 compares the 20-min averaged wind speed at 5.5 m, measured by 
the sonic anemometer, with the corresponding wind speed derived from the 
profile instrumentation. 

The agreement between sonic- and profile-derived wind speeds is seen to 
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Figure 19. awfu* as function of z/L for unstable (a) and stable (b) conditions. 
The curves are from Merry & Panofsky (1976) (dashed) and Panofsky & Dutton 
(1984) (full line). 

be excellent. Furthermore, the ratio of profile and sonic wind speeds has been 
analyzed as a function of time, wind direction, wind speed and stability. These 
investigations showed that i) no drift in calibration of the sonic system could 
be discerned during 19 months of operation, ii) the correction of the sonic 
horizontal wind speeds (Fig. 7 a) effectively removes any variation with wind 
direction of the ratio Ucup/Usonic, iii) the mean overspeeding correction of the 
cup anemometers amounts to about 1% and, when applied, makes the ratio 
practically invariant with wind speed and stability. 

As an example of the application of the sonic anemometer system, we will 
finally present a climatological investigation of the flux-profile relationship for 
momentum. The dimensionless gradient of wind speed in the surface layer, 
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4?m, is by definition given as 

Q? = k.!_ ou (41) 
m u* oz 

where k is the von Karman constant, u* is the friction velocity and ou /oz is the 
gradient of mean wind speed at height z. ou/oz was found by differentiating 
mathematical expressions fitted to the wind speed profile. The friction veloc
ity is obtained directly from the sonic anemometer as t./(u'w')2 + (v'w')2. 
Prescribing a value of unity for 4?m(O) at neutral conditions leads to a von 
Karman constant of 0.375, which is used in the following. Figure 21 shows 
the dimensionless wind speed gradient as a function of atmospheric stability 
in terms of the gradient Richardson number. 

Again, the number of observations allows us to present the data in logarith
mically equidistant classes of stability. The standard deviation in each class 
is given by bars. The Richardson number was chosen as scaling parameter be
cause it turned out to be a better statistic for describing 4?m ( 0) in the unstable 
regime (Mortensen, 1985). Also shown is a Businger-Dyer-like representation 
of 4?m(O) for unstable conditions 

4?m(Ri) = (1 - a· Ri)n Ri < 0 (42) 

In our case the value of 12 for a and an exponent of -1/3 yield good agreement 
with the measurements. The result of a similar analysis in the stable regime 
is shown in Fig. 22. 
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Figure 22. As Fig. 21, but for stable conditions. 

For Richardson numbers less than 0.15 the measurements are described well 
by a relation of the form: 

<I>m(Ri) = (1-b · Ri)- 1 0 < Ri < 0.15 (43) 

A value of 4.5 was used for bin Fig. 22. 
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5 Summary and conclusions 

The described sonic anemometer and data acquisition system have proven a 
very sturdy and reliable turbulence instrument for unattended operation over 
prolonged periods. This is true for the above-mentioned field experiment and 
also for several air-sea interaction, diffusion and wind engineering studies, in 
which the system has been employed under a wide range of meteorological 
conditions. 

Based on an analysis of the geometry of the probe head and a comprehensive 
wind tunnel investigation of the sonic response, the following conclusions 
may be drawn: 

• The flow around the TR-61B probe head is significantly distorted and the 
instrument must be carefully calibrated in order to obtain accurate mea
surements of the wind components. This is firmly supported by field com
parisons with eg cup anemometers. 

• The geometry of the transducer setup as well as the lengths of the three 
sound paths are found to conform closely to the design specifications. The 
errors introduced by the built-in transformation of the wind components 
are therefore negligible. 

• The horizontal response varies by more than 15% as a function of both 
wind direction (angle of attack) and speed. The flow distortion originating 
in the probe head structure itself seems to be invariant with flow speed, 
but depends strongly on the geometry of the probe head. A cyclic, flow
speed-dependent part of the distortion can be attributed mainly to the 
specific mounting of the signal cables below the probe base. 

• Expressions have been derived to assess the transducer shadow effects 
for the TR-61B probe, but these cannot explain the response of the sonic. 

·• The directional response varies by more than 5 ° as a function of both 
azimuth and flow speed. The deflection of the flow vector can also be de
scribed as a combination of a speed-independent part, reflecting the ge
ometry of the sensor, superimposed with a cyclic, speed-dependent part, 
reflecting the signal cables. 

• The flow vector is tilted upwards between 0 and 3 ° depending on azimuth 
angle, but shows little variation with flow speed. The mean tilt increases 
slightly with decreasing speed, but apparently not in a cyclical manner. 
Consequently, the signal cables and their attachment seem to have no 
influence on the tilt - a somewhat surprising observation. 

• Based on two calibration experiments within three years, as well as sys
tematic field comparisons with cup anemometers, it is concluded that the 
(horizontal) response of the sonic system has remained essentially con
stant over this period of time. 

• Even after correction for the probe-induced tilting of the flow vector, the 
effect of the probe head on the vertical response is a marked reduction 
in the measured vertical speed component, on the order of 10%. 

• Calibration functions and an ad-hoe calibration procedure are finally pro
posed. The means and sample standard deviations of the horizontal speed 
ratio, the direction difference and the vertical speed ratio after the cali
bration procedure has been applied are LOO± 0.01, 0.08° ± 0.29° and 
LOO± 0.13, respectively. 
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• Expressions for calculating the sound-virtual temperature from the transit 
times, taking into account the translation of the sound wave field due to 
the flow speed component perpendicular to the sound path, have been 
derived. An exact correction term to the DAT-300 temperature output 
follows directly. 

The greatest uncertainty in the turbulence statistics obtained with the sonic 
system seems to be associated with the vertical angular response of the sen
sor, ie the suppression of the vertical wind velocity component. Further inves
tigations will be conducted to resolve this difficulty in more detail. The gen
erally good agreement between the observations and previously established 
relationships is encouraging to this continued effort. 

Finally, it should be noted that the wind-speed-dependent part of the flow 
distortion, originating in the signal cables below the probe base, is probably 
characteristic of this probe design only. Minor design changes or changes in 
the specific mounting of the cables will most likely change the characteristics 
and/or magnitude of this part of the distortion. 
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A Correction of sonic-measured winds 

The Kaijo Denki sonic anemometer provides measurements of the wind vector 
components Us, Vs, and Ws, in a three-dimensional fixed Cartesian coordinate 
system, the x-axis of which points in the easterly, the y-axis in the northerly, 
and the z-axis in the vertical direction. To correct for sonic internal flow dis
tortion the ad-hoe calibration procedure described below may be applied. 

The sonic-measured wind direction E>s and horizontal wind speed Us are 
determined from Us and Vs: 

arctan2 (-Us, -Vs) 

~u~ +vi 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

The true wind direction E>t is determined from the sonic wind direction E>s in 
two steps. First, a preliminary wind direction E>p is obtained by inverting the 
correction table depicted in Fig. 7 c: 

(A.3) 

where G(lO, E>) is the wind vector deflection measured in the wind tunnel at 
1 O ms-1• Secondly, the wind speed dependency is taken into account: 

e = E>p - g(lO, E>p) + g(Us, E>p) (A.4) 

Here, g(U, E>) is of the form a(U) cos(E>+ </>) +b(U). The angle</> maybe quite 
sensitive to the specific mounting of the cables; a value of 30° is used here. 
The amplitude and bias of the flow speed dependent modulations are of the 
form AeB·u. 

A preliminary horizontal wind speed Up is determined from the sonic wind 
speed Us by applying the correction table depicted in Fig. 7 a: 

Us 
Up = F(lO, E>) (A.5) 

where F(lO, E>) is the azimuth-dependent speed ratio measured in the wind 
tunnel at 10 ms-1. 

The total correction factor F(U, E>), which depends on both azimuth and 
wind speed, can now be determined from Up and e: 

F(Up, E>) = F(lO, E>) + a(Up) sin(E> - 15) + b(Up) (A.6) 

Also in this case are the amplitude and bias of the flow speed dependent 
modulations of the form AeB·u. 

The horizontal wind speed U can now be determined from the sonic hori
zontal wind speed Us by use of the total correction factor: 

U = Us (A 7) 
F(Up, E>) . 

Finally, the components u and v of the corrected horizontal wind speed U 
can be determined from: 

u 

v 

-sine· u 
-cose · U 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

Having corrected for the horizontal response of the sonic probe the length of 
the wind vector V can now be approximated by 

V = ~U2 +Wf (A.10) 
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The measured tilt of the wind vector is 

O<s = arctan ( Ws/~u~ + vt) (A.11) 

To correct for the probe-induced tilt of the wind vector we apply the table 
depicted in Fig. 7 b 

O<p = O<s - [H(l0,9) + h(U)] (A.12) 

where H(lO, 9) is the azimuth-dependent wind vector tilt measured in the 
wind tunnel at 10 ms-1 and h(U) is a correction for the change in mean tilt 
as a function of wind speed (h(U) = AeB·U). The vertical speed is now 

Wp = V · SinO<p (A.13) 

Finally, the periodic suppression of the vertical component for flow in direc
tions of the sound paths is taken into account 

Wp = Asin(9 + </>) + B (A.14) 
w 

The amplitude and bias of the flow-speed dependent modulations of the speed 
ratio (A.6), deflection (A.4), and mean tilt (A.12) are given in Tab. 2. 

Table 2. Amplitude a(U) and bias b(U) of the wind-speed-dependent modula
tions of sonic speed ratio and wind vector deflection, cf. Fig. 15. Also listed is 
the change of mean tilt with wind speed. 

Speed ratio 

Deflection 
Mean tilt 

Ris0-R-704(EN) 

Amplitude a(U) 

0.073 exp(-0.3 545 · U) 

3.737exp(-0.3017 · U) 

Bias b(U) 

0.028 exp(-0.3 545 . U) 

1.654 exp(-0.3614 · U) 

0.798exp(-0.3141 · U) 

15° 

30° 
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